Prediction of a phase transition to a hydrogen bond ordered form of ice VI.
Ice VI is a hydrogen bond disordered crystal over its known region of stability. In this work, we predict that ice VI will transform into a hydrogen bond ordered phase near 108 K, and have identified the likely low-temperature phase as ferroelectric (space group Cc) with an antiferroelectric structure (space group P2(1)2(1)2(1)) close by in energy. Electronic density functional theory calculations provide input to our calculations, which are extended to cells large enough for statistical simulations by using graph invariants. A significant decrease in the configurational entropy is predicted as hydrogen bonds exhibit partial order above the transition, provided that the hydrogen bonds can equilibrate on an experimental time scale. Conversely, partial disorder is predicted at temperatures below the transition. Although some evidence for ordering of ice VI has been observed in experiments, a low-temperature proton ordered phase has not been identified experimentally.